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Abstract
Imperative Lambda Calculus is a type system designed to combine functional and imperative
programming features in an orthogonal fashion without compromising the algebraic properties
of functions. It has been noted that the original system is too restrictive and lacks the subject
reduction property. We de ne a revised type system that solves these problems using ideas from
Reynolds's Syntactic Control of Interference. We also extend it to handle Hindley-Milner style
polymorphism and devise type reconstruction algorithms. A sophisticated constraint language
is designed to formulate principal types for terms.

1 Introduction
The recent research in programming languages has greatly clari ed the interaction between imperative and functional programming. The conventional notion that functional programming and
imperative state-manipulation are in con ict has been dispelled. Several programming languages
have now been designed which combine functions and assignments without destroying algebraic
properties of either. These languages achieve \the best of both worlds", combining the usefulness
of assignments with the semantic elegance of higher-order functional programming.
The languages presented in the literature fall into three classes:

 untyped languages [ORH93],
 typed languages with command types, but no state types [SRI91, CO94], and
 typed languages with typed state [LP95].
Our focus is on the second class of languages, which avoid the run-time overhead of the untyped
languages as well as the conceptual overhead of typed state. These languages are also closer
in conception to imperative languages based on Algol [Rey97]. Unfortunately, the type systems
designed for these languages are not satisfactory. They have severe restrictions that disallow
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factorial :: Int -> Int
factorial n = run (newref 1 >> \p ->
let loop n = if n = 0 then skip
else
get p >> \x ->
put p (x * n) $
loop (n-1)
in loop n $ get p)

Figure 1: Example program for factorial
reasonable programs. They lack subject reduction property. And, writing polymorphic functions
is cumbersome. In this paper, we de ne an improved type system that solves these problems.
An important feature of the Imperative lambda calculus(ilc) type system of [SRI91] is the
notion of encapsulated state threads which carry out state-manipulation internally but appear as
applicative values to the outside. The example program in Fig. 1 (in Haskell syntax) illustrates this.
The factorial function returns an integer, but, internally, it computes the result by allocating state
and destructively manipulating it. The body of the run operator in the de nition is a command
computing an integer. The run operator must encapsulate the command and ensure that no
state information escape out of it.1 The ilc type system ensures this property by using a rule of
\promotion": a command that returns an applicative value can be regarded as an applicative value
if all its free variables are of applicative types. The rationale is that if no imperative values, such
as references and commands, are imported into the command then it has no visible side e ects
and every invocation must produce the same value. The soundness of the rule has been shown by
denotational methods [SRI91].
Unfortunately, the ilc type system is too restrictive. Consider the modi ed factorial program
in Fig. 2, where it is de ned using a (library) function for \for loops". Since the type of the for
loop combinator is an imperative type, the body of run violates the promotion rule. This program
is prohibited by the ilc type system. Thus, the restrictions of ilc prohibit modularity which is
meant to be the mainstay of functional programming languages.
Intuitively, it would seem that the for-loop combinator is an \applicative entity" as it merely
composes several versions of its argument without adding any imperative e ects of its own. But,
there is no mechanism in the original ilc type system to recognize such applicative entities. An ad
hoc x is used in [CO94] where all let-bound identi ers are expanded out for the purpose of type
checking. This handles the example in Fig. 2 because the binding of for has no free identi ers.
But, naturally, this x would be of no value for -bound identi ers.
Note that programs like factorial can be written in traditional imperative languages as well as ML-like languages.
The techniques of this paper are applicable to all such languages to ensure that functions do not have side e ects.
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for :: (Int, Int) -> (Int -> Cmd ()) -> Cmd ()
for (i,j) proc = if i > j then skip
else proc i $ for (i+1, j) proc
factorial :: Int -> Int
factorial n = run (newref 1 >> \p ->
for (1,n) (\i ->
get p >> \x ->
put p (x * i)) $
get p)

Figure 2: A problematic program for factorial
The second problem is that the ilc type system lacks the subject reduction property. Both
[SRI91] and [CO94] claim subject reduction without adequate proof. But, it is now widely recognized that type systems with promotion constructs have subtle subject reduction issues [Rey78,
O'H91, Wad93, BBdPH92]. Suppose run(M ) is a promoted term with a free variable x of type Int.
During reduction, we can substitute for x a term that has imperative-typed free variables. The
resulting term run(M [N=x]) is not well-typed because the promoted command has free variables
of imperative types. For example, with free variables size :: Array t -> Int and a :: Array
(Ref Int), we can form a term that has the following reduction:
(\x-> run (return x)) (size a)

?!

run (return (size a))

While the left hand side term type checks, the right hand side term does not. Thus, subject
reduction fails. While this problem may not be fatal, it points to the limitations of the type
system. In particular, it is unable to cover the reducts of terms that are already accepted by the
system.
Finally, the ilc type system is cumbersome for writing polymorphic functions. Since the rule
of promotion involves a strict separation between applicative types and imperative types, there are
two \kinds" of types involved. Thus, one needs two kinds of type variables and most polymorphic
functions need to come in (at least) two versions which di er only in the type variables used.
Our solutions for these problems are based on the pioneering work of Reynolds [Rey78] on
\syntactic control of interference" and the recent advances on the topic [Rey89, Red94, Red93,
OPTT95]. While the main thrust of this work is the control of interference (to facilitate reasoning),
embedded in it is a comprehensive treatment of \passivity" which addresses the issues of concern to
us. We believe the separation of the \passivity" issues from interference control is valuable because
they are of more fundamental importance in language design.
The contributions of this paper include the reformulation of the ilc type system by relaxing
its restrictions and ensuring subject reduction property, its extension to ML-style polymorphism
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and type inference algorithms for the polymorphic type system. This last part of the work poses
signi cant challenges. As will be seen, ensuring subject reduction property using Reynolds's ideas
involves quite unorthodox features in the type system. In particular, there will be two \kinds" of
types corresponding to the two layers of types, and these kinds will have structural implications for
the allowed type derivations. The principal type property is obtained by enriching the type system
with \type constraints" which characterize the possible kinds for type variables in order for a term
to be well-typed.
The revised type system of ilc has been included in the revised version of [SRI91] appearing
as [SRI97]. The formal properties and semantic issues have been studied there. However, the
polymorphic type system presented here is new.
This summary is organized for the program committee readership. In Sec. 2, we review the
issues in ilc type system. Our revised type system is presented in Sec. 3. Sections 4 and 5 de ne
polymorphic type systems, and section 6 sketches the type reconstruction algorithm.
1.1

Related Work

Peyton Jones and Launchbury [LP95] propose a type system for extending Haskell with imperative
features (called \state threads"). Their system di ers from ilc in that they eschew the division of
types into imperative and applicative types, but use additional type parameters for the imperative
type constructors that express state-dependence. These additional type parameters represent a
conceptual overhead which we would like to avoid. Rabin [Rab96] attempts to combine the features
of ilc and state threads though he did not consider type reconstruction issues.
Huang and Reddy [HR96] present a type reconstruction system for syntactic control of interference. The promotion and dereliction operations are explicitly represented in the term syntax.
In contrast, we make them implicit which gives rise to a harder type inference problem.
Some features of our work resemble linear logic-based type systems [Wad91, GH90], and e ect
systems [LG88, TJ94]. There are also close connections to subtyping systems [Mit91, FM90].
Reynolds [Rey89] has devised an alternative type system for syntactic control of interference
using conjunctive types. These ideas could also be used in the context of ilc, though we do not
consider them here.

2 Issues in the ilc type system
Consider a typed lambda calculus with the following types:

 ::=

j

j

Int Bool Ref

 j Cmd  j () j    j  ! 
0
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0

The term syntax is that of typed lambda calculus. (We continue to use Haskell syntax in examples.)
The following (families of) constants are used for supporting imperative computations:
return

(>>)

:  ! Cmd 
: Cmd  ! ( ! Cmd  ) ! Cmd 
: Ref  ! Cmd 
: Ref  !  ! Cmd ()
:  ! Cmd Ref 
0

get
put
newref

0

(1)

Brie y, return x is a trivial command that makes no change to state and returns x. If c : Cmd 
and f :  ! Cmd  then c >> f is the command that carries out the state transformer c, obtaining a
-typed value x in the process, and then carries out the state transformer f (x). The constants get
and put are used for reading and writing references, while newref x is a command that produces
a new reference initialized to x. We also use the following constants as abbreviations:
0

skip

($)

:
:

 return ()
Cmd  ! Cmd  ! Cmd  c $ c
 c >> x: c
Cmd

()

skip

0

0

0

0

The example in Fig. 1 illustrates these constants. Programming examples of more practical interest
may be found in [SRI91, ORH93, LP95].
To add a run operator to the language, we would like to designate a subclass of types as
applicative types. These types should at least include:

 ::= Int j Bool j () j    j  ! 
0

0

But, as mentioned in Introduction, the type of the for-loop combinator is not among them.
Intuitively, the reason we expect the for-loop combinator to be applicative is that it is formed
without using any imperative-typed free variables, and, hence, its meaning is independent of state.
Let us agree to call such values \passive values." To capture this property in the type system, we
add a new type constructor denoted \!". (Our notation is inspired by linear logic [Gir87, Wad91],
but, unlike linear logic, there are no restrictions on weakening and contraction of !-typed values.)
For any type , ! is a type whose values are passive values of type . Since the for-loop combinator
is passive it can be given the type:
for :: !((Int, Int) -> (Int -> Cmd ()) -> Cmd ())

We classify all types of the form ! as applicative types. So, free variables of such types can appear
in promoted terms.
Our ! types are closely related to Reynolds's [Rey78] passive function types constructed by
!P . His type  !P  corresponds to !( !  ) in our notation.2 We allow passivity annotations
0

2

0

In Reynolds's setting, passive functions can access global references for reading, though not for writing. Our
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to non-function types as well. The ! types also correspond to universally quanti ed types (over
state types) in Launchbury-Peyton Jones type system [LP95]. If  corresponds to a parameterized
type T (s) in their system, where the parameter s denotes the state type, then ! corresponds to
8s: T (s). However, !-types in our system are rst-class types whose values can be inputs and outputs
of functions. This is in contrast to the restricted fashion in which quanti ed types are treated in
the Launchbury-Peyton Jones system. (They are forced to treat them in a restricted fashion to
avoid the undecidability issues in type inference with quanti ed types [Wel94].)
We can now add a constant:
run : !(Cmd  ) ! 
(2)
representing the intuition that a passive command that returns an applicative value is just a
computation of an applicative value.
The solution for the subject reduction problem is more subtle. If a term M [x] with a free
variable x is promotable then any substitution instance M [N ] ought to be promotable, even if
N has free variables of imperative types. Suppose x and N are of an applicative type  . Any
computation of type  is expected to be state-independent. Hence, if the language lives up to its
promise, any imperative information in the free variables of M can never be \used" in computing
the value of M . Therefore, all such free variables can be treated as if they were of applicative types.
More formally, using ideas from [Rey78], we classify the occurrences of free variables as \imperative" or \applicative." Any free occurrence of x in an applicative-typed term is an applicative
occurrence. All other occurrences are imperative occurrences. To promote a command, we require
that all its free variables have applicative occurrences, irrespective of their actual types. For instance, the command return (size a) is promotable because the occurrence of a is an applicative
occurrence. It occurs in the applicative-typed subterm (size a). The fact that a is of an imperative
type is of no consequence.
We rst formalize these ideas as a monomorphic type system and then consider the issue of
extending it with polymorphism.

3 Type System of ILC Revisited
The type system of \ilc revisited" (ilcr) is as follows. Let range over primitive type constructors
(such as Int, Bool, Ref and Cmd) and a over the applicative type constructors among these. Types
are given by the context-free syntax:

 ::=

(1 ; : : : ; n ) j    j  !  j !
0

0

A subclass of these types are designated as applicative types:

 ::= a (1 ; : : : ; n ) j    j  !  j !
0

notion of \passive" is stronger, but still similar to Reynolds's notion.
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j x:  ` x : 

Axiom

j `k:

Const if k :  is a constant

j?`M :
Weakening
;  j ?; ? ` M : 
 j ?; x:  ` M : 
; x:  j ? ` M : 
Co-promotion
Co-dereliction
; x:  j ? ` M : 
 j ?; x:  ` M : 
 j ? ` M :  1  2
 j ? ` M : 1  j ? ` N : 2
I
Ei (i = 1; 2)
 j ? ` hM; N i : 1  2
 j ? `  i M : i
 j ?; x: 1 ` M : 2
 j ? ` M :  1 ! 2  j ? ` N :  1
!I
!E
 j ? ` x: 1 :M : 1 ! 2
 j ? ` MN : 2
 j ? ` M : !
j `M :
Promotion
Dereliction
 j ` M : !
j?`M :
0

0

0

0

Figure 3: ILC Revisited - Typing Rules
Note that all ! types are considered applicative. Moreover, a function type  !  is applicative if
its result type is applicative, even if the argument type is not. This uses the intuition mentioned in
the previous section that an applicative computation cannot use any imperative information from
its inputs.
The essential syntax of the language is de ned by the type rules shown in Fig. 3, which is
adapted from the \SCI Revisited" type system of [OPTT95].
Typing judgements are of the form  j ? ` M :  where M is a term,  its type and  and
? are collections of typing assumptions for the free identi ers of M . The two partitions  and ?
of the typing context are called the applicative zone and the imperative zone respectively, and the
free identi ers mentioned in them are called the applicative free identi ers and the imperative free
identi ers of M . The applicative free identi ers can only be used in applicative-typed subterms.
Note that there is no restriction on the types that can appear in .
The Promotion rule converts a term of type  to type !, provided all its free identi ers are in
the applicative zone, i.e., they are applicative free identi ers. The free identi ers make it to the
applicative zone via the Co-promotion rule which permits this only if all their occurrences are in
applicative-typed terms. For instance, here is a derivation for the term run (return (size a))
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mentioned in Introduction:
..
.

j size : Array (Ref Int) ! Int a : Array (Ref Int) ` size a : Int Co-promotion
size : Array (Ref Int) ! Int a : Array (Ref Int) j ` size a : Int
size : Array (Ref Int) ! Int a : Array (Ref Int) j ` return (size a) : Cmd Int
Promotion
size : Array (Ref Int) ! Int a : Array (Ref Int) j ` return (size a) : ! (Cmd Int)
size : Array (Ref Int) ! Int a : Array (Ref Int) j ` run (return (size a)) : Int
;

;

;

;

;

Even though size and a have imperative types, the fact that they are in the applicative zone is
enough to allow promotion.
The requisite properties of the type system have been proved in [SRI97]:

 The system has the subject reduction property: well-typed terms reduce to well-typed terms.
 The system is coherent: the meaning of well-typed terms is independent of their type derivations.

3.1

Standard types

The type constructor ! serves the purpose of identifying values that are built using only applicative
information. So, for any applicative  , ! carries the same information as  . In fact, there are
well-typed terms j x:  ` x: ! and j z : ! ` z :  . So, the isomorphism
! 
= 
holds in all coherent semantic models of ilcr. In particular, since ! is an applicative type, we have
!! 
= !
Thus, types of the form !! are redundant and can be prohibited without loss of expressiveness.
Types that do not contain consecutive ! constructors will be called standard types.
Let  range over type terms without an outermost ! constructor. A standard type is either of
the form ! or of the form  (with or without an outermost !). We can cover both cases uniformly
by using annotated constructor notation !n , where n 2 f0; 1g is called an annotation. The notation
!1 means ! whereas !0 corresponds to having no ! constructor. (Similar notation is used by Wadler
in his linear type system [Wad91].) So, standard types will be given by the syntax:

 ::= !n 
 ::= (1 ; : : : ; n) j 1  2 j 1 ! 2
n ::= 0 j 1
8

j z:  ` z: 

Axiom

j ` k: 

Const

k:  is a constant

 j ? ` M: 
Weakening
;  j ?; ? ` M : 
 j z : ; ? ` M : 
; z :  j ? ` M : 
Co-promotion
Co-dereliction
; z :  j ? ` M : 
 j z : ; ? ` M : 
 j ?; x:  ` M : 
!-Intro
 j ? ` (x: :M ): !0 ( !  )
 j ? ` M1 : !0 ( !  )  j ? ` M2 : 
!-Elim
 j ? ` M1 (M2 ): 
 j ? ` M 1 : 1  j ? ` M 2 : 2
 j ? ` M : !0 (1  2 )

-Intro
-Elim (i = 1; 2)
 j ? ` hM1 ; M2 i: !0 (1  2 )
 j ? `  i M : i
 j ` M : !0 
 j ? ` M : !1 
Promotion
Dereliction
 j ` promote M : !1 
 j ? ` derelict M : !0 
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 4: ilcrS - Type rules for standard types
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ap(!n )

= (n = 1 _ ap())

ap(1  2 )

= ap(1 ) ^ ap(2 )

ap(1 ! 2)

= ap(2 )

(V
i ap(i ) if is an applicative type constructor
ap( (1 ; : : : ; n)) = false
otherwise

Figure 5: De nition of \applicative type" predicate
Fig. 4 shows the ilcr type system adapted to standard types (called ilcrS ). We will use this
system as a reference for devising type inference algorithms. So, the promotion and dereliction
operations are explicitly represented in the term syntax. They will be lled in automatically by
the type inference algorithm.

4 Polymorphism
To extend the ilcr type system with Hindley-Milner polymorphism, we must add type variables.
Since there are two \kinds" of types (imperative and applicative), an immediate idea is to postulate
separate classes of type variables to range over them [CO94]. However, this would mean that terms
would have multiple types which di er in only the type variables used. Principal typing property
would be lost. So, we use instead a single class of type variables and represent the kind information
by a predicate ap( ) meaning \ is an applicative type."
The type syntax is extended with type variables as follows:

 ::= !n
 ::= (1 ; : : : ; n) j 1  2 j 1 ! 2 j
n ::= 0 j 1 j i
Here is a -type variable, which ranges over -types, and i is an annotation variable, which ranges
over annotations f0; 1g. The ap predicate is extended to type terms by the de nition in Fig. 5.
A type constraint is a boolean formula given by the following syntax:

C ::= true j false j ap() j ap() j n1  n2 j C1 ^ C2 j C1 _ C2
We feel free to write n = 0 for n  0 and n = 1 for 1  n. We regard two constraints as equal,
C1 = C2, if for all type substitutions , (C1 ) , (C2 ).
An ilcr term can type check under di erent kind assignments for its type variables. For
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example, consider the preterm

promote (f x)

For it to type check, the free variables f and x must be used applicatively, i.e., either
1. both f and x have applicative types, or
2. (f x) has an applicative type.
Type checking considerations of (f x) suggest the following type schemes for f and x:

f : !0 (!j !!k )
x: !j
Then one of the following conditions must hold for promote (f x) to type check:
1. ap(!j !!k ) ^ ap(!j )
2. ap(!k )
Note that if we analyze terms inside out, we cannot tell that these constraints are necessary until
the promote operator is seen. This suggests that we must associate type constraints with free
variables as well as the term. To formalize these ideas, we use judgements of the form:

x1 : 1 [A1 ]; : : : ; xn : n [An ] ` e:  [G]
where A1 ; : : : ; An and G are type constraints. The constraints A1 ; : : : ; An are \applicative constraints" that indicate the conditions under which the respective free variables can be regarded
as applicative, and G is the \global constraint" which indicates the condition under which the
term type checks. We call such judgements polymorphic judgements. Formally, the semantics of
polymorphic judgements is de ned as follows:

De nition 1

1. Let e be a preterm without type declarations for -bound variables. Then a
judgement  j ? ` e:  is said to be implicitly derivable if there is a derivable ilcrS term
 j ? ` M :  such that e = Erase(M ) is obtained by erasing type declarations from M .

2. A judgement  j ? ` e: 0 is an instance of a polymorphic judgement ~x: ~ [A~ ] ` e:  [G] i
there is a substitution  for the type variables in the latter such that
(a) the judgement (~x: ~ ` e: ) is the same as ; ? ` e: 0 ,
(b) (G) is true, and
(c) the constraint (Ai ) is true for all xi : (i ) in .
3. A polymorphic judgement is said to be valid if all its ground instances are implicitly derivable
in ilcrS (where \ground" means with no type variables).

2
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Examples of valid polymorphic judgements are

f : !0 (!j !!k ) [ap(!k )]; x: !j [ap(!j ) _ ap(!k )] ` f x: !k [true]
f : !0 (!j !!0 ) [true]; x: !j [true] ` promote (f x): !1 [ap(!0 ) ^ (ap(!j ) _ ap(!0 ))]
They have the following example instances in ilcrS :

f : (Cmd Int ! Int) j x: Cmd Int ` f x: Int
f : (Cmd Int ! Int); x: Cmd Int j ` promote (f x): ! Int
While subtyping systems [Mit91, FM90] as well as Wadler's linear type systems [Wad91] use type
constraints associated with terms, the novel feature of our judgements is that they also have type
constraints associated with free variables. The need for these constraints is clear from the de nition
of the instance relation. They keep track of the conditions under which the free variables can be
put in the applicative zone.
An inference system for valid polymorphic judgements is shown in Fig. 6. Note that there
are no rules for Co-promotion and Co-dereliction. Their e ect is implicitly represented in the
type constraints for free variables. Recall that a free variable is regarded as applicative if all
its occurrences are within applicative subterms. In other words, for every occurrence of the free
variable, some subterm enclosing the occurrence must be applicative. Thus, every term formation
rule potentially adds a disjunct to the A-constraints of its free variables. Notice this in Axiom and
the elimination rules. For the introduction rules, such addition turns out to be redundant. Since
a promote -term can only have applicative free variables, all the constraints of the free variables
are transferred to the global constraint.

Lemma 2 If a polymorphic judgement ? [A~ ] ` e:  [G] is derivable, then ap() ) Ai is true for all
Ai in A~ .

2

The requisite properties of the polymorphic system are as follows.
Theorem 3 (Soundness) Every derivable polymorphic judgement is valid.

2

Theorem 4 (Completeness) Every judgement implicitly derivable in ilcrS is an instance of a

2

derivable polymorphic judgement.

Proof. If the ilcrS judgement is  j ? ` M : , then the corresponding polymorphic judgement
?! ; ? [A~ ] ` Erase(M ):  [true]. (It has no type variables.) The proof is by
is of the form  [?
true]

induction on the derivation of the ilcrS judgement and proceeds by case analysis on the last step.
We show key cases.
 Co-promotion : Consider a step of the form
 j z : ; ? ` M : 
Co-promotion
; z :  j ? ` M : 
12

~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e:  [G]
Weakening
?
?
!
~
~
~
~z:  [A]; ~x:  [true] ` e:  [G]
Const where k is a constant of type 
` k:  [true]
0

0

00

z:  [ap()] ` z:  [true]

Axiom

~z: ~ [A~ ]; x:  [A ] ` e:  [G]
!-Intro
~z: ~ [A~ ] ` (x: e): !0 ( !  ) [G]
0

0

00

0

00

~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e1 : !0 ( !  ) [G] ~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e2 :  [G ]
!-Elim
~z: ~ [(A~ ^ A~ ) _ ap( )] ` e1 (e2 ):  [G ^ G ]
0

00

00

0

0

0

00

0

0

~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e1 :  [G] ~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e2 :  [G ]
-Intro
~z: ~ [(A~ ^ A~ )] ` he1 ; e2 i: !0 (   ) [G ^ G ]
~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e: !0 (1  2) [G]
-Elimi (i = 1; 2)
~z: ~ [A~ _ ap(i )] ` i e: i [G]
~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e: !0  [G]
Promotion
V
?
?
!
1
~
~
~z:  [true] ` promote e: !  [G ^ ( A)]
~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e: !1  [G]
Dereliction
~z: ~ [A~ ] ` derelict e: !0  [G]
0

00

0

0

0

00

0

0

Figure 6: Polymorphic type rules
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If the polymorphic judgement corresponding to the antecedent is
?! ; z:  [A]; ? [A~ ] ` Erase(M ):  [true] then, by Lemma 2, A = true. So the consequent
 [?
true]
is also an instance.

 Co-dereliction : Consider a step of the form
; z :  j; ? ` M : 
Co-promotion
 j z : ; ? ` M : 
If the polymorphic judgement corresponding to the antecedent is
?! ; z:  [true]; ? [A~ ] ` Erase(M ):  [true], then the consequent is also clearly an instance
 [?
true]
of it.

 Promotion : Consider a step of the form.
 j ` M : !0 

 j ` promote M : !1 

Promotion

?! ` Erase(M ): !0  [true]. By the rule
The polymorphic judgement for the antecedent is  [?
true]
?! ` promote (Erase(M )): !1  [true].
Promotion, we obtain,  [?
true]
2

The other cases are similar.

5 Implicit promotion and dereliction
In this section, we modify the polymorphic type system to deal with promotion and dereliction
implicitly. To appreciate the issues, consider the sample term
(f x)
and assume the type schemes

f : !i (!j !!k )
x: !l
The possibilities for promotion include promoting x and promoting (f x). (There is no need
to consider the promotion of f since it is immediately derelicted.) In addition, there are three
possibilities for dereliction. These possibilities give rise to the following constraints, assuming !m
for the result type:
1. j  l _ ap(!l ), denoting dereliction and promotion possibilities for x.
2. m  k _ (ap(!i (!j !!k )) ^ ap(!l )) _ ap(!k ), denoting dereliction and promotion possibilities
for (f x).
Simplifying the constraints, we obtain
14

~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e:  [G]
Weakening
?
?
!
~
~
~
~z:  [A]; ~x:  [true] ` e:  [G]
Const k is a constant of type !n 
` k: !m  [true]
0

0

00

z: !n  [ap(!n)] ` z: !m  [m  n _ ap(!n )]

Axiom

~z: ~ [A~ ]; x:  [A ] ` e:  [G]
^
!-Intro
~z: ~ [A~ ] ` (x: e): !m ( !  ) [G ^ (m = 0 _ ( A~ ))]
0

0

0

00

00

~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e1 : !0 ( !!n ) [G] ~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e2 :  [G ]
^
^
!-Elim
~z: ~ [(A~ ^ A~ ) _ ap(!n )] ` e1 (e2 ): !m  [G ^ G ^ (m  n _ (( A~ ) ^ ( A~ )) _ ap(!n))]
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e1 :  [G] ~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e2 :  [G ]
^
^
-Intro
~z: ~ [(A~ ^ A~ )] ` he1 ; e2 i: !m (   ) [G ^ G ^ (m = 0 _ (( A~ ) ^ ( A~ )))]
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e: !0 (!n   ) [G]
^
-Elim1
~z: ~ [A~ _ ap(!n )] ` 1 e: !m  [G ^ (m  n _ ( A~ ) _ ap(!n))]
~z: ~ [A~ ] ` e: !0 ( !n) [G]
^
-Elim2
~z: ~ [A~ _ ap(!n )] ` 2 e: !m  [G ^ (m  n _ ( A~ ) _ ap(!n))]
0

0

Figure 7: Polymorphic type rules with implicit promotion and dereliction
1. j  l _ ap( )
2. m  k _ ap( ) _ (i = 1 ^ (l = 1 _ ap( )))
This gives the most general typing for (f x).
Fig. 7 gives the inference system for implicit promotion and dereliction. The judgements are of
the same form as in Sec. 4. Their meaning in terms of \instances" is also the same except that the
Erase operator also erases derelict and promote operators, in addition to type declarations. The
type rules incorporate, after each operation, the possibility of implicit promotion and dereliction
operations. The only exceptions are based on the following property:

Lemma 5 In any ilcrS derivation, every dereliction step occurs after either Axiom, Const, Pro-

motion, or elimination step followed by zero or more structural rule steps.

2

Hence, we need not consider the possibility of dereliction after an introduction step, only promotion.
In all other cases, both dereliction and promotion are possible. Consider the Axiom rule in detail.
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The global constraint covers three possibilities: m = n, which represents a simple use of the
variable, m < n, which represents an implicit dereliction, and m > n, which represents an implicit
promotion. In the last case, the type of z must be applicative, represented by the constraint ap(!n ).
The other rules are similar.
The requisite properties of the type system are as follows:

Theorem 6 (Soundness) All derivable polymorphic judgements are valid.

2

Lemma 7 If a polymorphic judgement ? [A~ ] ` e:  [G] is derivable, then ap() ^ G ) Ai holds for
all Ai in A~ .

2

Theorem 8 (Completeness) Every judgement implicitly derivable in ilcrS is an instance of a

2

derivable polymorphic judgement.

Proof. If  j ? ` M :  is the

ilcrS judgement and Erase(M ) = e, then the corresponding

?! ; ? [A~ ] ` e:  [true]. The proof is by induction on the
polymorphic judgement is of the form  [?
true]
height of the ilcrS derivation and proceeds by case analysis on the last step. We show selected
cases.
 Axiom
j x: !n  ` x: !n

Axiom

The corresponding polymorphic judgement x: !n  [ap(!n )] ` x: !n  [true] is derivable by
Axiom.

 Dereliction : Consider also the step preceding the dereliction step. (Use Lemma 5.)
{ Axiom
Axiom
j z : !1  ` z : !1 
Dereliction
j z: !1  ` derelict z: !0 
We can derive z : !1  [ap(!1 )] ` z : !0  [true] by Axiom.
{ Weakening
 j ? ` M : !1 
Weakening
;  j ?; ? ` M : !1 
Dereliction
;  j ?; ? ` derelict M : !0 
0

0

0

0

Then reorder the two steps.

 j ? ` M : !1 
Dereliction
 j ? ` derelict M : !0 
Weakening
;  j ?; ? ` derelict M : !0 
0

0
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By induction hypothesis, the consequent of the dereliction step is an instance of a
derivable polymorphic judgement. The Weakening step can be simulated by a Weakening
step of the implicit dereliction system.

 Promotion

Consider the previous step other than Co-promotion or Co-dereliction.

{ Dereliction

 j ? ` M : !1 
Dereliction
 j ? ` derelict M : !0 
..
.
; ? j ` derelict M : !0 
Promotion
; ? j ` promote (derelict M ): !1 

?! ; ? [A~ ] ` e: !1  [true] is a derivable polymorphic judgeBy inductive hypothesis,  [?
true]
?! This gives the conclusion.
ment. And ap(!1 ) is true. By Lemma 7, A~ = ?
true.
{ !-Intro
 j ?; x:  ` M : 
!-Intro
 j ? ` x: : M : !0 ( !  )
..
.
; ? j ` x: : M : !0 ( !  )
Promotion
; ? j ` promote (x: : M ): !1 ( !  )
0

0

0

0

?! ; ? [A~ ]; x:  [A] ` e:  [true] is a derivable polymorphic
By inductive hypothesis,  [?
true]
judgement, where e = Erase(M ). If ? is nonempty (and its variables are co-promoted
?!
between the two steps), then ap(!0 ( !  )) = ap( ) = true. By Lemma 7, A~ = ?
true.
?! ; ? [?true]
?! ` x: e: !1 ( !  ) [true] is obtained by
The polymorphic judgement  [?
true]
!-Intro.
0

0

0

0

2
5.1

Practical Considerations

Fig. 8 shows examples of most general types derived in the implicit promotion system. It is apparent
that even simple terms have long constraints in their types. Making promotion implicit results in
numerous possibilities for promotion which the type system must account for. Since the constraints
arise mainly from promotion operations, the most general typings tend to get very large.
We suggest some techniques to reduce the size of constraints. Recall that we have the isomorphisms:
! 
= 
!(1  2 ) 
= !1 !2
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x: x

: !i (!j !!k ) [k  j _ ap( )]

x: y: x

: !i (!j !!k (!l !!m )) [(m  j _ ap( )) ^ (k  j _ ap( ))]

x: put x 0

: !i (!j Ref( !l Int) !!k Cmd ()) [k  j ]

x: run (get x) : !i (!j Ref( !l ) !!k ) [j = 1 ^ ap(!l )]
Figure 8: Examples of implicit promotion types
Thus, types of the form ! and !(1  2 ) are redundant. There is no loss in prohibiting them.
Secondly, types of the form ! Ref are quite useless because there are no values of such types
(other than unde ned values). Similarly, types of the form ! (Cmd ()) serve no useful purpose. So,
we can prohibit such types as well. Then the only useful ! constructors are those applied to !
types, Cmd types and type variables.
Using this fact, we formulate the following abbreviated notation:

 !n  = !n ( !  )
Cmdn 
= !n (Cmd  )
0

n

0

= !n

Using these simpli cations and notations, the types of Fig. 8 can be expressed as follows:

x: x
x: y: x
x: put x 0
x: run (get x)

:
:
:
:

!i k
!i l !k m
Ref Int !i Cmd ()
Ref l !i k
j
j

[k  j _ ap( )]
[(m  j _ ap( )) ^ (k  j _ ap( ))]
[true]
[false]

Note that the last term x: run (get x) is not typeable any more because ! Ref
The example programs in Fig. 2 have the following principal types:
for
factorial

is prohibited.

: (Int; Int) !i (Int !j Cmd ()) !l Cmd () [true]
: Int !i Int [true]

6 Type reconstruction
The type reconstruction algorithm is directly based on the rules of Figure 7. In fact, the type rules
have been designed so that they are essentially form a \logic program" for type reconstruction.
They are syntax-directed (except for the Weakening rule), and are closed under type substitution.
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T:
T (x; E ) = if

Preterm  Env ! Judgement

 ` x:  [G] 2 E
then  ` x:  [G]
if
 ` x:  [G] 62 E
then x: !i [ap(!i )] ` x: !j [j  i _ ap(!j )]

T (e; E ) = (; x:  [A ] ` e:  [G])
then  ` x: e: !j ( !  ) [G ^ (j = 0 _ AND())]
if
T (e; E ) = ( ` e:  [G]) and x doesn't occur in 
then  ` x: e: !j ( !  ) [G ^ (j = 0 _ AND())]
T (e1 (e2 ); E ) = let (1 ` e1 : 1 [G1 ]) = T (e1 ; E )
(2 ` e2 : 2 [G2 ]) = T (e2 ; E )
T (x: e; E ) = if

00

0

0

0

0

in

T (let x = e1 in e2 ; E ) = let

with type variables renamed to be disjoint
from those in T (e2 ; E )
 = unify(f1 = !0 (2 !!i )g
[f(1 = 2) j x: 1 [A1 ] 2 1; x: 2 [A2 ] 2 2g)
 = DISJOIN(MERGE((1 ); (2 )); ap(!i ))
 ` e1 (e2 ): (!j ) [(G1 ^ G2 ) ^ ((j  i) _ AND())]

( ` e1 :  [G1 ]) = T (e1 ; E )
E = E [ f ` e1 :  [G1 ]g
( ` e2 :  [G2 ]) = T (e2 ; E )
MERGE(;  ) ` let x = e1 in e2 :  [G1 ^ G2 ]
0

0

in
MERGE(1 ; 2 ) =
DISJOIN(; C ) =
AND() =

[
[

0

0

0

0

f(x:  [A1 ^ A2 ]) j x:  [A1 ] 2 1; x:  [A2 ] 2 2g
f(x:  [A1 ]) j x:  [A1 ] 2 1; x 62 dom(2)g
f(x:  [A2 ]) j x 62 dom(1 ); x:  [A2 ] 2 2g
VffxA: j [(Ax:_ C[A] ])j x2: [gA] 2 g

Figure 9: Type reconstruction algorithm
Sample clauses of the reconstruction algorithm for implicit promotion and dereliction are shown in
Fig. 9
We also add a let-construct whose e ect is given by the type rule:

~z: ~ [A~1 ] ` e1 : 1 [G1 ] ~z: ~ [A~2 ] ` [e1 =x]e2 : 2 [G2 ]
Let
~z: ~ [A~1 ^ A~2 ] ` let x = e1 in e2 : 2 [G1 ^ G2 ]
Clearly, each occurrence of the let-bound variable in the body can have a di erent instance of
the type of e1 . The type rule is not compositional. However, the reconstruction algorithm handles
19

it in a compositional fashion.
The reconstruction algorithm T takes a term and an \environment" which is a collection of
typings for distinct let-bound variables. Every occurrence of a let-bound variable will receive a
separate instance of its typing in the environment. (The technique is from [KMM91].)

Theorem 9 T (e; E ) = ( ` e :  [G]) if and only if the judgement is the principal typing for e
in the following sense: If E = fi ` xi : i [Gi ]gi then, for all terms with most general typings
2
fi ` ei : i [Gi]gi,  ` e[~e=~x] :  [G] is the most general typing derivable for e[~e=~x].
0

0

7 Conclusion
We have reformulated the Imperative Lambda Calculus type system using ideas from Reynolds's
Syntactic Control of Interference, and extended it to handle Hindley-Milner style polymorphism.
The new type system is more exible than the original one and it possesses the subject reduction
property. The extension to polymorphism involves novel techniques of type constraints and the
association of constraints with free variables in typing judgements.
The techniques designed here are useful in all situations where \freedom from side e ects" or
\access control" of some form needs to be guaranteed. For instance, one of the applications we are
studying is a language that has both stack and heap storage (like modern object-oriented languages)
and must ensure that no references to stack storage are present in the objects created on the heap.
Another application is ensuring secure ow of information in security-critical systems [VSI96]. The
aspects of Syntactic Control of Interference that are retained in the Imperative Lambda Calculus
type system have a wide range of applications.
We have implemented a prototype type reconstruction system in Prolog. We are experimenting
with various strategies for constraint simpli cation and satisfaction. The examples in the paper
have been checked on the system.
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